Clicking on the real: telling stories and engaging audiences through interactive documentaries.

An interesting thing about contemporary media is just how much of it is factual. From journalism to social media, YouTube to reality TV we are surrounded by media that claims to be true. Often this content has a definite agenda; it wants to persuade us, make us click, join in and pass it on. How can we understand our changing relationship to factual media? And why is documentary scholarship well placed to help us do so? Kate Nash explores new interactive dimensions to documentary that may encourage wider engagement.

Fort McMoney is a documentary game. As a player your role is to explore the oil town of Fort McMurray, Canada, in the heart of the Athabasca oil sands development. You ‘meet’ characters and ‘vote’ on issues; scouring the interface for clues you aim to sway others through your posts. While Fort McMoney is playful it clearly shares documentary’s serious intent: in Fort McMoney ‘everything is real: the places, events, the characters.’ To play is to engage with the political, social and ecological issues of oil production.

Fort McMoney is part of a growing collection of works that marry the social, political and aesthetic ambitions of documentary with the forms and representational possibilities of digital media. For a rapidly growing collection of interactive documentary work see the MIT Docubase. The idocs blog defines an interactive documentary as any attempt to document the real that uses digital interactive media. Documentary makers are actively exploring new ways of telling stories and engaging audiences and they are doing so with reference both to new technologies and the idea of documentary – it’s techniques, aesthetics and critically, its social functions.

The social functions of documentary

At first glance a documentary game like Fort McMoney seems to have little in common with documentary film and television. But in spite of the very obvious differences there is a clear family resemblance when you think about the social role that Fort McMoney is seeking to play. Drawing on the work of John Corner and Michael Renov I recently argued that the traditional social functions of documentary help to make sense of the ways that documentary makers structure audience interaction and participation. Three traditional social functions of documentary, recording/preserving, civic engagement and persuasion are particularly relevant. These are not discrete categories but rather overlapping drives that help to shed light on the shifting relationships between documentary makers and their audiences.

Recording and preserving are of course key goals of documentary with film and television documentary a valuable audio-visual archive. In the digital domain this archiving function is expanded as databases facilitate a convergence between document and documentary, collecting and presenting a range of documentary evidence that can be created, searched and traversed by the audience. The potential openness of the database and the participatory cultures of new media have been mobilized by documentary makers to collect and preserve the stories and experiences of many.
Civic engagement calls attention to the audience as community, united by shared concern and responsibility. While historically documentary’s civic goals were linked to a tradition of government filmmaking supporting dominant modes of citizenship, the current media environment invites consideration of the potential breadth of political participation. Interactive documentary has the potential to create and sustain engaged communities of interest around issues and shared concerns. At the same time documentaries also seek to persuade; filmmaker’s seek to persuade others and may structure interactivity and participation to achieve this. But persuasion is also expanded with audiences potentially seeking to sway the views of others through their documentary engagement.

In the case of Fort McMoney the player is addressed as an active member of a decision-making community. As the voiceover states, ‘Your mission: To visit Fort McMurray, measure what’s at stake, vote on referendums and debate with other players’. Persuasion is foregrounded as players seek to influence the views of others in order to achieve responsible development. Engaging with content, players accumulate ‘influence points’ that can sway debate. The design of interaction and participation in Fort McMoney suggests that documentary should foster debate oriented toward collective decision-making.

**Interrogating participation and interactivity**

In many ways audience participation in Fort McMoney renders visible many different perspectives. Yet it is also important to recognize that the process of representation remains one in which power relationships are uneven. Authorship is a process of structuring opportunities for interaction and participation according to the needs and goals of the documentary makers. In the case of Fort McMoney the authors’ agendas are evident in the content made available, the nature of participation, the questions posed for debate, and so on. We must also be conscious of the economic value of audience actions; in the current media economy every click and comment has a market value. We therefore need to strike a balance between recognizing the possibility of new dynamics in representation while being conscious of the ways in which interactivity and participation are ‘authored’.
One way in which to do this is to consider the relationship between user actions and the 'voice' of the documentary. Voice in documentary scholarship draws attention to the ways in which texts make arguments about their subjects, marshaling evidence to present a particular perspective on its subject matter. In providing spaces for audiences to interact and participate documentary makers potentially open up opportunities for audiences to contribute to the voice of the documentary but they also structure relationships between audience contributions and other content.

A key question is therefore how are audience contributions invited and how are they positioned within the documentary. Are there meaningful connections between user actions and the documentary’s point-of-view? Are contributions central or peripheral to the text and are they likely to be heard and acknowledged by others? The long history of collaboration around documentary projects suggests that interactive documentary may provide interesting opportunities for media participation and an exciting field for further study.
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